Car Wash
easywash365+ vertical boom

16
easywash365+ suction swivel arm

Absolutely new in the car wash industry!

New for self-service vacuum cleaning

» Completely made out of stainless steel
» Rotatable by 360°
» Solid construction
» Spring action

» entirely made out of stainless steel
» solid construction
» suspension

The vertical boom for single washing bays! This cost-efficient solution is
ideal for smaller self-service motorcycle, bicycle or car washing bays. It is
not absolutely imperative that the boom is incorporated in the technical
board as it can be easily mounted on the wall. Therefore, the vertical boom
is also the perfect solution for areas with a shortage of space. Due to its
compact design not much room is needed, but however a high degree of
mobility is given. The radius of 360° as well as the built- in spring guarantee
best possible mobility when carrying out the washing.

The vertical easywash365 + suction swivel arm for self-service!
This cost-effective solution is ideal for single suction places.
In this case, the arm does not necessarily have to be integrated into the
cabinet technology, but can be easily mounted on a wall. Perfect if space
might be limited, because due to its construction this boom needs little
space and bending over offers a lot of mobility.
The built-in spring prevents kinking of the suction hose and allows a
barrier-free handling with optional freedom of mobility.

The vertical easywash365 + suction swivel arm is completely made out of
The easywash365+ vertical boom is completely made out of stainless steel. stainless steel and is supplied including a mounting bracket.
A mounting bracket is included in the consignment.
Height 2,320 mm.
Technical specifications:
Tube height 1,500 mm.
Internal tube diameter of 65 mm.
Height 2,008 mm.
Weight 10.1 kg
Weight 4.4 kg
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